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subject Response to Comments of Phyllis Fox, Ph.D., PE 
 

Dr. Phyllis Fox provided comments dated April 4, 2016 about Valero’s appeal of the City of Benicia Planning 
Commission’s denial of Valero’s proposed crude by rail project (Project). Her comments relate to the analysis of 
air quality (on-site emissions of Reactive Organic Gases [ROG] and toxic air contaminants), public safety and 
hazards, and potential flooding impacts. This memorandum responds to comments about air quality and flooding. 
We understand that the response to Dr. Fox’s public safety and hazards comments is being provided separately by 
MRS and Dr. Chris Barkan. 

I. THE ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL AIR QUALITY IMPACTS IS THOROUGH, COMPLETE, AND 
SATISFIES THE REQUIREMENTS OF CEQA; DR. FOX RAISES NO NEW OR MORE SEVERE 
IMPACTS THAN ALREADY HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
PROCESS. 

A. Because On-site ROG Emissions Would be Less Than Significant, the Imposition of Mitigation 
Measures would be Inappropriate and Contrary to CEQA 

Dr. Fox asserts that fugitive emissions of ROG from rail cars during unloading would be above the Bay Area Air 
Quality Management District’s CEQA significance thresholds of 54 lbs. /day and 10 ton/year; however, this 
assertion is inconsistent with the analysis presented in the EIR. The Revised DEIR and FEIR include emission 
estimates for rail car tanker fugitive ROG emissions (see Revised DEIR Appendix A). Those estimates show that 
the Project’s railcar fugitive emissions would be less than the significance thresholds, when included with other 
ROG emission sources (diesel locomotive exhaust). That Dr. Fox has used a purportedly different methodology 
with different assumptions to reach a different result does not demonstrate any error in the EIR. Several 
mitigation measures are suggested in Dr. Fox’s letter to reduce or offset on-site ROG emissions. However, CEQA 
only requires an EIR to discuss mitigation measures for potential significant impacts. As just mentioned, ROG 
fugitive emissions from railcars would be less than the significance thresholds established by BAAQMD and air 
districts uprail of the Refinery, based on estimates included in the Revised DEIR and FEIR. Consequently, the 
additional mitigation suggested by the commenter is not required. 

Dr. Fox correctly notes that the EIR did not evaluate an increase in ROG emissions from storage tanks in excess 
of currently permitted levels. This assertion has been addressed in previous responses to comments. Although the 
proposed Project includes a new air permit associated with offloading crude oil from trains, it does not include 
any changes to the Refinery’s existing permits regarding refinery crude oil storage or crude oil processing. The air 
analysis evaluates ROG emissions associated with offloading from railcars. However, the analysis does not 
evaluate ROG emissions associated with storage tank emissions above currently permitted levels because, as part 
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of this Project, Valero does not propose any changes to its existing storage tank permits. Consequently, approval 
of this Project would not allow Valero to increase ROG emissions from its storage tanks above currently 
permitted levels. 

B. On-site Emissions of Toxic Air Contaminants Would be Less Than Significant 

As noted in Section I(A), Dr. Fox’s comments rely on different estimates of ROG evaporative emissions from 
storage tanks and railcar unloading than those documented and analyzed in the EIR and, on the basis of those 
different assumptions, claims that the Project would cause increases in benzene emissions and would result in 
significant health risks. Dr. Fox’s use of different inputs to drive a different output does not demonstrate any error 
in the EIR. Based on the data and other information documented in the EIR, Dr. Fox overestimates ROG 
emissions from storage tanks and railcar unloading and overestimates benzene emissions and the resulting health 
risks. Her disagreement with the methodology and conclusions in the EIR does not constitute new information 
about on-site air quality-related or health–related impacts and does not identify any potential impact that has not 
already been considered. 

II. THE ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL FLOODING IMPACTS IS THOROUGH, COMPLETE, AND 
SATISFIES THE REQUIREMENTS OF CEQA; DR. FOX RAISES NO NEW OR MORE SEVERE 
IMPACTS THAN ALREADY HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
PROCESS. 

The California Supreme Court's December 17, 2015 opinion in California Building Industry Association v. Bay 
Area Air Quality Management District, upheld four published CEQA decisions and rejected the so-called “reverse 
CEQA” argument, which would require an analysis of the “impact of existing environmental conditions on a 
project's future users or residents” except for certain airport, school, and housing construction projects, and when 
a proposed project “risks exacerbating” existing “environmental hazards or conditions.” Valero’s Project is not an 
airport, school, or housing construction project, and (for the reasons discussed below) would not risk exacerbating 
existing flood hazards or conditions. The flooding related concerns expressed in Dr. Fox’s April 4, 2016 letter do 
not present new information about the Lake Herman Reservoir as it relates to flooding concerns, flood risks along 
Sulphur Springs Creek, the proposed location of Project infrastructure within Special Hazard Flood Zone within 
the 100 year floodplain, the known fact that flooding under some circumstances has contributed to train accidents, 
the spill containment capacity of the proposed unloading area, or how projected sea level rise could affect 
flooding hazards on the project site. The City has considered these and related questions at various points in the 
CEQA process. 

As a preliminary matter, we note that Dr. Fox’s flooding comments refer to the DEIR; however, the DEIR was 
supplemented by the Revised DEIR and further modified and clarified in the FEIR in response to comments. The 
FEIR consists of the DEIR, Revised DEIR, and the responses to comments document issued January 5, 2016. Dr. 
Fox’s comments apparently fail to consider the information and analysis contained in two thirds of the FEIR. 

A. Dr. Fox’s Comments about Potential Flooding and Flood Hazard Impacts have been Considered 

DEIR pages 4.8-1 and 4.8-14 explains that the Lake Herman Reservoir, which impounds Sulphur Springs Creek, 
is located approximately 1.5 miles north of the Project site. Below the reservoir, Sulphur Springs Creek traverses 
a narrow band of marshland and discharges to Suisun Bay. Along the eastern border of the Refinery, this creek 
flows through an engineered channel through the Benicia Industrial Park. Graham Wadsworth, the City’s Public 
Works Director, advised City staff in an email dated February 10, 2016, that “Lake Herman is well-maintained” 
and that “the State has not expressed concerns about dam safety.” 

DEIR pages 4.8-6, 4.8-8, and 4.8-19 explain that the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) prepared 
a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) that shows the majority of the Project site along Sulphur Springs Creek and 
north of Bayshore Road is designated as a regulatory floodway or “Zone RF,” which is a Special Flood Hazard 
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Area (SFHA) within the 100-year flood zone. The regulatory floodway designation includes land areas adjacent to 
a watercourse that must be reserved to discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the water surface 
elevation more than a designated height. Communities regulate development in these floodways to ensure that 
there are no increases in upstream flood elevations. In the immediate vicinity of Bayshore Road, the Project site is 
designated as Zone RF and Zone AE. Zone AE designates areas that have a 1 percent probability of flooding 
every year (also known as the “100-year floodplain”) and where predicted flood water elevations above mean sea 
level have been established. Approximately 500 linear feet of the proposed rail alignment south west of Bayshore 
Road is in an area of minimal flood hazard or in Zone X.  

The FEIR acknowledges that construction of aboveground facilities within a flood hazard zone could potentially 
impede or redirect flood flows and that above-ground facilities, which are not designed to withstand inundation 
can be damaged during flood events (DEIR, p. 4.8-19). The FEIR also considers the known fact that flooding 
under some circumstances has contributed to train accidents (Revised DEIR Table 4.7-1, p. 2-64; see also Revised 
DEIR p. 2-72). The potentially disastrous consequences flooding-related hazards associated with upsets and 
accidents involving a spill or other release of crude oil are analyzed in Revised DEIR Section 2.12 (p. 2-62 et 
seq.). See, for example, the analysis of Impact 4.7-6, which concludes that train derailments and unloading 
accidents that lead to hazardous materials spills, fires, and explosions could result in substantial adverse 
secondary effects, including to Hydrology and Water Quality would be significant and unavoidable (Revised 
DEIR, p. 2-108 et seq.). 

In light of the proposed location of Project components in areas of potential flood hazard, the City of Benicia’s 
Floodplain Management Policy (per General Plan Goal 4.13) would apply (DEIR, p. 4.8-19). The City’s 
Floodplain Management Policy includes requiring “all potential developers in the Sulphur Springs Creek 
floodplain to provide flood hazard mitigation measures that ensure the subject properties are not at risk of 
flooding during the FEMA-designated 100-year base flood” (General Plan Program 4.13.A). Valero has proposed 
the Project consistent with the City’s Floodplain Management Policy, including by adopting a Storm Water 
Master Plan that includes flood control improvements that addresses flood hazard conditions. The DEIR 
considered Project design components including the Refinery’s adopted plan, in its analysis of potential flooding-
related impacts. See DEIR page 4.8-19, which states “The flood hazard mitigation measures incorporated into the 
design criteria for the Project would comply with construction standards established by the California Building 
Code.” 

The proposed new flood maps circulated by FEMA after the DEIR was issued showed no difference for the 
Project area. The boundaries of the designated special flood hazard areas did not change, and neither did the 
established base flood elevations. In evaluating whether the proposed new flood maps would affect the Project or 
the analysis in the DEIR, the City’s Public Works Director, Graham Wadsworth, noted the following in his email 
of June 12, 2015: “The FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map Panel 634 shows the area of Industrial Way between 
Bayshore Road east of Sulphur Springs Creek and West Channel Road as ‘Zone AO (Depth 2).’ I assume that the 
[crude by rail] tankers will park in this area parallel to Industrial Way. Since the rail car wheels are probably 24 
inches in diameter, I do not see much risk.” 

The City’s Public Works Director’s conclusion is consistent with the determinations of the EIR. The discussion of 
DEIR Impact 4.8-6 (p. 4.8-19) concludes that the Project would result in a less than significant impact relating to 
the placement of structures within a 100-year flood hazard area. This remains unchanged in the FEIR. Further, the 
discussion of DEIR Impact 4.8-7 (p. 4.8-19 et seq.) concludes based on data and other information provided by 
FEMA, Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), the California Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD), and 
the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) that the Project would have a less 
than significant impact relating to the placement of people or structures within inundation areas for flooding. 

Furthermore, the Valero property is at a higher elevation than Channel Road, indicating that flood waters would 
be contained on the far side of the Creek. The City’s Public Works Director advised City staff by email on 
February 10, 2016 that he had “looked at the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map” and concluded that “the Valero 
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property is a higher elevation than East Channel Road by up to 10 feet, so flooding is contained on the west side 
of Sulphur Springs Creek.”  

B. The Project Proposes Sufficient Spill Containment Capacity  

The proposed offloading area has sufficient spill containment capacity. Potential spills onsite during either a train 
maneuver at the unloading facility or during transfer of crude from the tank cars to the unloading rack are 
addressed under DEIR Impacts 4.7-3 and 4.7-4. As noted on under Impact 4.7-4 on Revised DEIR p. 2-107: “The 
sump under the unloading facility has the capacity to receive and contain a volume almost nine times greater than 
the capacity of one tank car. This containment volume is significantly larger than the EPA 40 CFR 112.9 SPCC 
[spill prevention, control, and countermeasures plan requirements], which requires 100% of a single storage 
container and sufficient freeboard to contain precipitation. Given this, even if the contents of one entire tank car 
were released during an unloading operation, the impact would remain contained….” 

C. CEQA Does Not Require the EIR to Analyze the Impacts of Sea Level Rise on the Project 

Several commenters expressed a concern about the perceived failure of the EIR to consider the potential impacts 
of climate change-induced sea level rise on the Project, including the Capitol Corridor Joint Powers Authority 
(Comment and Response A17-6), San Francisco Baykeeper (Comment and Response B5-19), 350 Sacramento 
(Comment and Response B7-12), Benicians for a Safe and Healthy Community (Comment and Response J2-3), 
Natural Resource Defense Council (Comment and Response J3-18), Commissioner Young (Comment and 
Response C1-42), James MacDonald (Comment and Response D36-19), and Reverend McGarvey (Comment and 
Response N1-108). Dr. Fox raises similar concerns specifically with respect to flooding.  

The FEIR responds to this concern in each instance in which it was raised substantially as it did in 
Response A17-6 (FEIR, p. 2.4-95), which states: “To the extent that the comment asks the City to consider the 
effect of rising sea levels on the Project, this analysis is not required. See Ballona Wetlands Land Trust v. City of 
Los Angeles (2011) 201 Cal. App. 4th 455 (EIR not required to discuss impact of possible global-warming-related 
sea level rise on project)….” Dr. Fox summary dismissal of the Ballona Wetlands Land Trust decision as 
irrelevant based on CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(a) is in error, however, since the California Supreme Court 
invalidated that guidelines provision in California Building Industry Association v. Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District. In short, the support Dr. Fox relies upon as the foundation of her argument no longer is law 
in the state of California. 

In any event, the EIR is not silent on questions of climate change and projected sea level rise as these conditions 
may relate to flooding events at the Project site. See DEIR pages 4.6-1 and 4.6-2 (effects of global warming on 
weather and climate are expected to include increased incidence and/or magnitude of extreme high sea level); 
DEIR Appendix A (identifying the topography of the relevant area as varying between 10 feet to 300 feet above 
mean sea level, with most of the proposed Project to be implemented at an elevation of approximately 10 feet 
above mean sea level), and the analysis of Impact 4.8-7 (DEIR, p. 4.8-19 et seq.), which considers the Bay 
Conservation and Development Commission’s projected sea-level rise of 55 inches by the year 2100 as it would 
affect large areas around the Bay perimeter. 

D. Because the Project Would Not Significantly Increase Flooding, the Imposition of Mitigation 
Measures would be Inappropriate and Contrary to CEQA 

Dr. Fox suggests that the Project components, including the crude oil trains parked on the Project site, would be 
located within a 100-year flood zone and could impede or redirect flood flows. That the unloading rack area 
would be located within a 100-year flood zone is acknowledged and evaluated (see Section II of this 
memorandum). Impact 4.8-6 on page 4.8-19 of the DEIR addresses the question of placing structures within flood 
hazard areas. Dr. Fox asserts that the analysis does not include the actual rail cars parked on the Project site when 
making the less-than-significant determination and that this would be problematic in the event of a flood because 
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the rail cars would act like a dam and occupy volume that subsequently would raise flood elevations and create 
new impacts.  

The impact analysis is correctly focused on permanent structures that could redirect flows during a flood event. 
Although rail cars would be located on-site and within the flood zone during normal operation of the Project, they 
would not be considered “structures” since they would not be permanently located within the flood zone. As 
noted in Response to Comment A10-4 on p.2.4-47 of the FEIR, it is logical to assume that the delivery of crude 
oil trains to the Project site would be temporarily halted during a flood event to prevent damage to the rail cars. 
Unlike permanent structures, rail cars could be moved off-site to higher ground and their arrivals and departures 
rescheduled to avoid and minimize flood related risks based on weather predictions. Dr. Fox suggests that the 
ability to move a rail car in the event of predicted flooding is not an enforceable mitigation measure. This 
mischaracterizes the issue by presuming a need to mitigate; instead, we suggest that it is wholly appropriate to 
expect that professionals will exercise a reasonable duty of care in carrying out their official duties. Severe flash 
flooding and related hurricane precursors that resulted in the Texas derailment shown in photographs included in 
Dr. Fox’s letter are decidedly unanticipated in the Project area. In fact, zero hurricanes have been recorded within 
150 miles of Benicia since 1930.1 No evidence has been presented suggesting that flood waters would rise so 
quickly in the area as to preclude a responsible response to potential risk including removing trains from harm’s 
way. Nonetheless, even if rail cars were located on-site during a flood event, they would not substantially impede 
flows as water could travel underneath and between cars, i.e., the rail cars would not act like an impenetrable dam 
or wall to flood flows in any way similar to the photographs shown. Based on the analysis in the FEIR, the 
topography of the area, and the City’s Public Works Director’s observation that the rail car wheels would provide 
an additional 24-inches of clearance, potential flood risks would be less than significant.  

E. Summary 

For several reasons including those documented in the EIR based on published data and other information, those 
expressed by the City’s Public Works Director based on his review of relevant documents, and those expressed by 
the City’s environmental consultants based on their review of relevant documents and educated professional 
judgments, Dr. Fox’s April 4, 2016 letter does not present new information about flooding, do not identify any 
new impacts not previously considered, and do not identify any more severe impact than already evaluated.  

                                                      
1  Homefacts, 2016. Huricane Information for Benicia, CA. [http://www.homefacts.com/hurricanes/California/Solano-

County/Benicia.html] Accessed April 11, 2016. 
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